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NEW QUESTION: 1
A sales manager of Cosmic Enterprises has manually shared an
opportunity owned by him with one of the sales reps who report
to him. Which of the following is true about the sales rep's
access to the parent account associated with the
opportunity?Choose 1 answer.
A. The sales rep cannot access the account without the manual
sharing of the account record.
B. The sales rep can only access the account if it was shared

with the opportunity during manual sharing.
C. The sales rep has 'Read Only' access to the account through
implicit sharing.
D. The sales rep has 'Read/Write' access to the account through
implicit sharing.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which feature of a base IBM XIV system is a technical advantage
over competitive storage arrays?
A. Always-on Compression
B. Hot encryption
C. IBM Spectrum Control software
D. SSD adaptive read caching
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Val: Val: Val:
B. A compilation error occurs.
C. Val:20 Val:40 Val:60
D. Val:10 Val:20 Val:30
Answer: C
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